
TAKE CHARGE OF LEARNING

PREVIEW

Student-centered accountability
recognizes that test scores are
only one measure of student
achievement.

Only specific information about 
curriculum, teaching, leader-
ship, and other quantitative
and qualitative indicators can
tell the complete story.

Principals can use the informa-
tion from such indicators to
make real changes in their
schools.
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n recent discussions about educational accountabil-

ity, participants have joined one of two warring

camps. In one corner are the advocates of results-

driven accountability who claim that test scores are

the most accurate measure of the quality of

schools, teachers, and school leaders. In the opposite corner

are the advocates of input-driven accountability who claim

that the characteristics and professional practices of teachers

and school leaders—along with a host of other factors, such

as resources, home environment, and curriculum—must be

the core measurements of a meaningful accountability sys-

tem. Not content with a policy debate, the combatants have

engaged in an unedifying boxing match: Advocates of input-

driven accountability do not understand the real world of

21st century competition, and advocates of results do not

understand the real world of 21st century teaching in a
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challenging environment. Holding a sign outside the arena

and protesting the cruelty of such a boxing match are those

people who oppose any accountability at all and claim that

teaching and educational leadership are magic arts and the

only acceptable indicators of success are the personal reflec-

tions of the practitioners. 

The accountability fight is, to put it charitably, not illu-

minating. There must be a better way. 

Student-centered accountability recognizes that test

scores are only one important measurement of student

achievement. Input variables and planning processes are also

important, but are they little more than good intentions if

not rigorously linked to results. Educational leaders have

two choices: They can rail against the system, hoping that

standards, testing, and accountability are passing fads, or

they can lead the way in a fundamental reformulation of ed-

ucational accountability. They can wait for policymakers to

develop holistic accountability plans (Reeves, 2001) or they

can be proactive in exceeding the requirements of prevailing

results-based accountability systems and profoundly influ-

ence educational policy for the better. 

If teachers and leaders systematically examine their pro-

fessional practices and their effect on student achievement,

the results of such reflective analysis will finally transform ed-

ucational accountability from a destructive and unedifying

mess to a constructive and transformative force in education. 

Educational Enron
Frustrated with decades of expensive educational reforms that

yielded inadequate results, the advocates of results-driven ac-

countability rely on the seductively simple formula that good

teachers and principals cause higher student achievement.
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Only when community
leaders, board members,
administrators, parents,
and teachers under-
stand the context of
accountability can 
they understand the
meaning of the
numbers that now
adorn the educational
box scores of local
newspapers.

Therefore, they reason, where one finds higher student

achievement, one finds good teachers and principals, and

where one finds low student achievement, one finds poor

teachers and principals. The success of this argument can

be found not only in the No Child Left Behind Act

(NCLB) but also in the preponderance of state accounta-

bility systems that predated it. An analysis of state ac-

countability systems in effect before NCLB reveals that test

scores alone accounted for the most common measure of

educational effectiveness, and the states claiming to use

multiple measurements typically augmented their reliance

on test scores with drop-out rates and attendance figures

(Hanushek & Raymond, 2001). 

One of the most popular results-driven approaches is

“value-added” accountability (Sanders, Saxton, & Horn,

1997). Purporting to measure the growth in student

achievement that is caused by individual teachers, the value-

added approach measures student growth exclusively by test

scores. The input variables that are typically recognized are

the demographic characteristics of students rather than the

teaching and leadership practices within the schools. It is a

tautology: You know that teachers are effective because their

students have higher test scores. If students have higher test

scores, they must have had effective teachers. How do you

become an effective teacher? Provide students with higher

test scores. 

This circularity is no more helpful than the physician

who instructs an obese patient to “be more healthy” and as-

sumes that any weight loss is a reflection of improved

health. If my teenage daughter proudly announces, “I’ve lost

25 pounds!” I would like to know whether this resulted

from a healthier diet and increased exercise or from anorexia

and drug abuse. An equally troubling analogy comes from

the business world, where equating stock price increases

with success led to unbridled praise of the Enron corpora-

tion in the late 1990s. Results, in other words, are not

enough. The short-term numbers related to weight loss,

stock prices, or test scores may reflect success—or they may

mask serious failures.

The response to a poor accountability policy should not

be a generic protest against standards, testing, and accounta-

bility, but rather a constructive alternative that blends the

demands of results-driven accountability with the insights of

input-driven accountability. If educators don’t like the ques-

tion “How are our students doing in school?” then they

should fix the assessment instruments and improve the re-

sults. The image of public education is fragile enough with-

out self-appointed spokespersons reacting with wounded in-

dignation because 90% of Congress and more than 85% of

parents (Ravitch, 2001) want to know how students are do-

ing in school. 

A Better Way
The term student-centered accountability refers to a system

that includes not only academic achievement scores but also

specific information about curriculum, teaching practices,

leadership practices, and other quantitative and qualitative

indicators—the story behind the numbers. Student-centered

accountability focuses on the progress of individual students

and does not rely exclusively on averages of large groups of

students who may or may not share similar learning needs,

teaching strategies, attendance patterns, and other variables

that influence test performance. 

Figure 1 illustrates the combination of results-driven ac-

countability and input-driven accountability to create a stu-

dent-centered approach. The school in the upper left-hand
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quadrant has high test scores but little understanding of

how those scores were achieved. This school is more lucky

than effective. In the lower left-hand quadrant is the school

with poor results and little understanding of causes.

Doomed to repeat its mistakes, this school finds it easier to

blame students and families than to take responsibility for

the variables it can influence. 

The lower right-hand quadrant provides the greatest po-

tential of student-centered accountability systems and the

greatest risks of traditional accountability systems. Because

the results are low in these schools, leaders and teachers are

likely to suffer from the threats and sanctions associated with

low performance. But the leaders and teachers in these

“learning” schools, unlike those in schools that fall into the

lower left-hand “losing” quadrant, have a deep understanding

of the antecedents of excellence. Although their scores are

low, there is a strong probability of learning from the ac-

countability data and achieving success in the future. Results-

driven accountability systems make no distinction between

the losers and the learners, yet there is an enormous differ-

ence between those two quadrants. The journey to the “lead-

ing” quadrant does not follow exhortations to “raise test

scores.” It only occurs as a result of combining clear measure-

ments of student achievement with systematic measurements

of variables in teaching, leadership, and curriculum. 

Note that student-centered accountability does not exclude

test scores but places those traditional accountability reports

in context. Only when community leaders, board members,

administrators, parents, and teachers understand the context

of accountability can they understand the meaning of the

numbers that now adorn the educational box scores of local

newspapers. The immediate challenge to student-centered ac-

countability is that no one is interested in anything but the

bottom line. Every teacher knows that the presentation of

data without a deep understanding of underlying causes is

analytically bankrupt. In the context of education, the “edu-

cational Enron” will occur when a school receives short-term

praise for higher test scores, and later it is revealed that the

school had both an exceptionally high dropout rate among

students who might have underperformed on the test and an

exceptionally high ratio of special education students who

were excluded from testing. 

There are three essential reasons that teachers should take

the lead in redefining and improving educational accounta-

bility. First, student-centered accountability is more accurate

than traditional accountability. The preponderance of the ev-

idence, as Marzano (2003) has noted, is that demographic,

teaching, curriculum, and leadership variables all play impor-

tant and interacting roles as causes of student achievement. 

Second, student-centered accountability is more con-

structive. It focuses on the improvement of teaching and

learning rather than merely rendering an evaluation and the
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Understanding the antecedents of excellence—for example, curriculum, teaching, and leadership—makes the
difference between failure and success. School leaders who do not understand and control these antecedents
may be losers or they may be lucky, but they are not destined to improve. Schools that do understand the
antecedents of excellence are resilient leaders or learners and have a strong chance of continuing improvement. 

Source: Reeves, D. B. (2002). The daily disciplines of leadership: How to improve student achievement, staff morale, 
and personal organization. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 

High

Student 
Results

Low

The Leadership and Learning Matrix

LEADER
High results and systematic 
practices to support them

High probability of replication 
of success

LEARNER
Poor results and deep 
understanding of antecedents 
of excellence

Low probability of replication 
of failure

LUCKY
High scores but little
understanding of causes

Low probability of 
replicating success

LOSER
Poor results and little
understanding of causes

High probability of failure

[Figure 1]



Staff morale is improved dramatically not through false af-
firmation when it is manifestly clear that everything is not
fine, but when challenges are faced honestly and leaders
recognize that many of the solutions for confronting those
challenges are found in the same school and district.

publication of a report. We test to know how to learn and

teach better. When a school or class displays poor results, it

need not result in humiliation and accusation but in inten-

tional search for the underlying causes of poor achievement

and the development of specific strategies for improvement. 

Third, student-centered accountability is far better for

staff morale. The shortage of teachers and leaders is severe

and growing worse (Reeves, 2003). Add the noncompetitive

pay to the prospect of daily threats to personal safety and a

relentless stream of small and large humiliations from the

press and the public who have been convinced that public

education is a failure, and it is clear that the foundations of

staff morale are shaky at best. Staff morale is improved dra-

matically not through false affirmation when it is manifestly

clear that everything is not fine, but when challenges are

faced honestly and leaders recognize that many of the solu-

tions for confronting those challenges are found in the same

school and district. Student-centered accountability is not a

public relations exercise that shows only the successes of

schools and covers up the failures. Student-centered ac-

countability provides careful documentation of success at the

classroom level, including many successes that are over-

looked in a recitation of average test scores. Great leaders

develop systematic ways to catch teachers doing things right,

document those successes, make those successes the focal

point of faculty meetings and professional development ses-

sions, and leverage those successes when confronting failures

and challenges. 

Student-Centered Accountability 
in Practice
School systems across the United States have embraced the

opportunity to go beyond federal and state requirements to

create accountability systems that are constructive analysis

of the relationship of student achievement and variables in

teaching, leadership, and curriculum. One notable urban

example is Norfolk, VA, where student-centered accounta-

bility has been linked to dramatic improvements in

achievement and equity (Simpson, 2003). Similar results

have been achieved in Wayne Township, IN, where the ac-

countability system has helped teachers and school leaders

isolate specific teaching and curriculum strategies that have

improved achievement and dramatically reduced the per-

formance gap between minority and majority students. 

Neither an exclusive emphasis on test scores nor an exami-

nation of inputs is as helpful as a systematic and comprehen-

sive analysis of all of these variables simultane-

ously. In the Norfolk and Wayne Township

examples, leaders and teachers were able to

draw inferences about the importance of col-

laborative scoring; nonfiction writing; common

classroom assessments; and instruction in mu-

sic, art, physical education, and technology. 

Student-centered accountability certainly

provides no guarantee of eternally high stu-

dent achievement. When results, including

external and internal measurements of stu-

dent achievement, are combined with a con-

sideration of the antecedents of excellence,

then the journey is one that rewards re-

silience. The frustration typically associated

with low scores can be replaced by the satis-

faction of learning as a systematic examina-

tion of all variables takes place. The elation

associated with high scores is tempered by

the knowledge that achievement without un-

derstanding is a hollow victory. 
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Next Steps
Initiating student-centered accountability does not depend

upon changes in federal or state policy. It can begin as soon

as school and district leaders resolve to make accountability

more than test scores. Each school and each central office

department can select four or five measurable variables that

reflect its own antecedents of excellence. These variables can

range from classroom strategies (such as peer tutoring) to

leadership strategies (such as collaborative scoring of student

work) to community engagement strategies (such as parental

support for student organization and time management

skills). These indicators vary widely from one school to an-

other, depending on the unique needs of those learning en-

vironments. Because each school has the same effective vari-

ables—test scores, drop-out rates, attendance, and so

on—teachers and leaders can observe the relationship be-

tween their strategies and student results. 

At first glance, such an analysis is little more than coinci-

dence and the risk is the classic “post hoc” error in which

the observer assumes that because a school-based factor hap-

pened at the same time as a student result, the former

caused the latter. Of course neither coincidence nor correla-

tion represents causation. But when many schools simulta-

neously undertake student-centered accountability, a single

case study can become part of a significant body of evi-

dence. In the end, student-centered accountability does not

make the false promises of quick and easy results. Rather, it

gives teachers and leaders the insights they need to be re-

silient during the challenging years ahead. PL
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